Kresge Parliament – 3/10/11

Meeting Start: 6.37  Quorum : 10  Ice Breaker: none

Budget Requests: Los Hoots, Kresge’s Intramural Soccer Team – Efrain
The team will be transitioning to outdoor soccer spring quarter.
Requesting $60 for the registration fee.

Budget Requests for next meeting:
Kappa Zeta sorority will be hosting a cancer walk. Presentation approved for 3/31.

Deliberations:
Kresge Parliament supports our soccer team - Lisa S. motions $60, Lisa M. 2nds,
Approved by consensus.  Hoot, hoot!

Parliament Updates:
We need to approve an SUA rep for spring quarter. Lisa S. motions to appoint Doug Baker to be
Kresge's SUA representative.  Approved by consensus. Scott will be the alternate.

Woodstock Senate Social - There is continued progress on the event – date to come…

Approval of minutes: 3/3/11
Lisa S. motions, Lisa M. 2nds. Approved by consensus.

Report Backs:
SUA: They heard KMEC's budget presentation and further discussed issues with accountability
and transparency amongst the officers and the constitution.
SCOC: SCOC discussed measure 16 where SCOC will hold the funding that goes to SCOC for 2
years because it is too much money and eliminate the percentages allocated.
SUGB: The pool tournament was successful. SUGB planned a retreat for April 2nd and discussed
the constitution more. SUGB has become a programming body.
Core Council: They revised budget to allocate more money for spring

Announcements:
-SUA is showing the latest Harry Potter movie at the Media Theatre, Saturday 12th at 5 and 8 p.m.
Popcorn will be sold for a $1. Student ID required.
-Late Night Breakfast will be Sunday 13th at 11 p.m. at the Kresge Town Hall.
-Vagina Monologues will be Friday 11th at the Stevenson Event Center.
    Tickets are 6$ for non-Stevenson students.

Meeting Adjourned: 7:03 p.m. Hannah motions Devina 2nds, Approved by consensus.